
NAVIGATING "PICKY EATERS"

Eliminate Bribes, Rewards, or Punishments:
Avoid negativity around food or attaching
desirable behavior in order to maintain healthy
relationships with mealtimes/snacks
Don't Blame Yourself!: Picky eating is not
always linked to bad parenting, some kids just
need more time to get used to new food so
allow yourself some compassion and patience!
Do Not Give Up on Introducing a New Food:
Be persistent, research has shown that it may
take 8 to 15 tries at introducing a new food for
a child to accept it
Do Not be Afraid to Ask for Help: some kids
may need more help; signs of severe picky
eating may include being extremely unwilling
to try new foods, extreme distress about food,
or new aversions to food previously enjoyed

Demystify New Smells- Try engaging with food
smells outside of the kitchen to ease kids into
interacting with the new scent. Since smell is a
large part of our eating experience, consider
playing games like guessing the smell of spice
jars 
Reframe Labels- Use positive statements and
hopeful language (ex. "my child is learning to
love new things" instead of "my child is just a
picky eater") 
Involve Kids in the Kitchen- Incorporate
storytime in the kitchen with new recipes from
new places. Allow for expression of creativity
with a variety of different colored fruits and
vegetables or experiment with cookie cutters to
form food into fun shapes 

GUIDELINES & TIPS

REMINDERS FOR PARENTS

Create a positive
mealtime routine

without distractions to
avoid boredom!

Introduce new foods or
different cultural foods with

a story at mealtimes!

Try making a game out of
sorting different colored
foods and remembering

their names!

Some kids may need to
be introduced to a new

foods anywhere
between 8 to 15 times!

Feeding a "picky eater" is no easy task but as a parent, you are not alone as up to 50% of children are
reported to be "picky eaters" by parents or caregivers. "Picky eating" is often characterized by the refusal
to try new foods due to the introduction of new textures, smells, tastes, temperatures, or names. The
kitchen can then turn into a battlefield but with a few simple exposure-based cognitive-behavioral therapy
techniques paired with achieving the nutrient needs of the age group, "picky eating" tendencies can be
resolved or lessened. Building a healthy and positive relationship with food starts with establishing a
strong foundation that can pave the way for a lifetime of adventurous eating in the future.  

BEHAVIORS TO AVOID




